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Implicit racial biases are lower in more
populous more diverse and less segregated
US cities

Andrew J. Stier 1,2 , Sina Sajjadi 3,4, Fariba Karimi3,5,
Luís M. A. Bettencourt 6,7 & Marc G. Berman 1,8

Implicit biases - differential attitudes towardsmembers of distinct groups - are
pervasive in human societies and create inequities across many aspects of life.
Recent research has revealed that implicit biases are generally driven by social
contexts, but not whether they are systematically influenced by the ways that
humans self-organize in cities. We leverage complex system modeling in the
framework of urban scaling theory to predict differences in these biases
between cities. Our model links spatial scales from city-wide infrastructure to
individual psychology to predict that cities that are more populous, more
diverse, and less segregated are less biased. We find empirical support for
these predictions in U.S. cities with Implicit Association Test data spanning a
decade from 2.7 million individuals and U.S. Census demographic data.
Additionally, we find that changes in cities’ social environments precede
changes in implicit biases at short time-scales, but this relationship is bi-
directional at longer time-scales. We conclude that the social organization of
cities may influence the strength of these biases.

Cities are organized in surprisingly regular ways1–3, which drive and
constrain social interactions similarly across cultures and time4–6.
However, there are many factors beyond the built-space geometry2,3

of cities that modulate urban social interactions. Among these,
implicit biases towards out-group members are one of the most
universal7. Implicit biases refer to differential attitudes towards
individuals from different groups, in ways that are automatic. These
biases pose major barriers to equity and, in particular, implicit racial
biases have been associated with disparities across essentially all
aspects of life, including medical care8, scholastic performance9,
employment10, policing11,12, mental health outcomes13, and physical
health14. If city organization and structure contribute meaningfully
to these biases, there may be ways to leverage such regularities to
systematically intervene and design for less biased urban areas.
Despite the universality of implicit racial and ethnic biases in human

societies and their well-documented detrimental effects, existing
studies lack a principled and theoretical basis to reveal how the
organization of people in cities may systematically influence these
biases.

Early investigations of the origins of implicit racial biases
revealed that they develop early in life15,16, are stable into adulthood,
and are less prevalent in schools with more diverse populations16.
Neurobiological evidence complemented these findings and showed
that individuals with lower levels of bias process out-group stimuli
more automatically. In particular, lower levels of implicit biases are
associated with more automatic processing and less activation of a
network of brain areas related to social context17–20. These observa-
tions suggested that early childhood exposure to diverse individuals
is critical for building out-group expertize and locking-in low levels of
implicit biases21–23.
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However, more recent work has demonstrated that interventions
with older children and adults that increase exposure to out-group
individuals also reduce implicit biases, although these effects wear off
if the intervention is not continued24–26. This suggests that individuals’
biases likely reflect ongoing predictions about their social
environment27,28, and consequently, that consistent population avera-
ges of implicit biases29 are the result of consistent social contexts.
Thus, earlier findings of stable implicit biases throughout adulthood
likely reflect, in fact, not stable individual cognitive biases but instead
the stability of social environments27–30.

For example, the effects of slavery and associated racial
segregation in the United States (U.S.) on social context and
network structure have been enduring. Areas in the U.S. with
larger slave populations in 1860 have higher current levels of
implicit racial biases today30. This example demonstrates one way
in which longstanding structural influences on social contexts
(e.g., racism) may contribute to implicit biases and perpetuate
them across generations. Given the strong influence of city
organization on urban social interactions and contexts1,2,31, it is
natural to ask if there are general ways in which urban environ-
ments might shape implicit biases.

In this work, we begin to answer this question by developing a
mathematical model linking the properties of cities with implicit bia-
ses. This model specifies learning as the mechanism linking properties
of the urban environment to biases and is inspired by previous urban
science, psychological, and neurobiological research. The model pre-
dicts that larger, more diverse, and less segregated cities have lower
levels of implicit racial biases. We find that this prediction is consistent
with implicit association test data from 2.7million individuals over ten
years and we discuss additional predictions of our model. Note that
these results do not provide direct causal confirmation for the pro-
posed mechanism.

Results
We start our analysis of urban composition from the point of view
of urban scaling theory1,2. Its mathematical models describe cities
as social networks enabled and structured by cities’ hierarchical
infrastructure networks. In this type of model, cities arise as the
result of balancing the spatial costs of housing and the trans-
portation of goods and people with the benefits of facilitating
social interactions over cities’ infrastructure networks1,2. These
models derive average properties of cities as a function of their
population size, N, as scale-invariant scaling relationships1,2. For
example, in the case of average per-capita social interactions, k,
the scaling relationship takes the form of k ~ Nδ, where δ = 1

6. Here,
scale-invariance refers to the property that doubling N results in a
2δ − 1 ≈ 12% increase in per-capita social interactions, k, regardless
of initial values for N and k.

In the simplest models of urban scaling theory, all urban inhabi-
tants are taken to be equally likely to interact (i.e, there is homo-
geneous mixing) and all inhabitants are treated, in this sense,
identically. In our related work, we developed modifications of these
models to account for individuals belonging to distinct groups and for
the fact that their connectionsmay be biased by group identities, such
that individuals may interact less often with out-group individuals and
more often with their in-group32. This translates into groups that may
show increased same-group interaction tendencies (homophily) or
decreased between-group interaction tendencies. In developing this
model, our focus was on understanding how homophily, segregation,
and group sizes impact emergent socio-economic outputs in cities as a
result of the inhibitionof a number of interactions across individuals of
different racial and ethnic groups. However, here, we focus more
directly on what this model can reveal about systematic variations in
inter-group interactions and subsequent consequences for implicit
biases.

The model of heterogeneous group interaction describes the
number of per-capita interactions, ki in city i, on average, as:

ki ∼Nδ
i
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Here, g indexes the distinct groups in cities, hbet
g,i and hin

g,i are the
between-group and within-group relative rates of interactions of
group g in city i, and Ng,i is the population of group g in city i. In this
model, individuals from group g in city i interact with out-group
individuals with a relative rate 1� hbet

g,i and with in-group of 1 +hin
g,i

32. In
addition, we have made the assumption that each group avoids all
other groups similarly so that there are no unique avoidance effects
between pairs of groups32.

The first term of Equation (1) is the typical scaling relationship1,2,4.
The second term has two components, each representing fractions of
the total number of possible social interactions, N2. The first of these
captures social interactions which occur within groups, on average:

kwithin,i ∼Nδ
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g,iÞ. The second term captures social

interactions which occur between groups, on average:

kinter,i ∼Nδ
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that high levels of implicit biases are associated with increased
homophilic tendencies33,34, these studies do not discuss alternative
mechanisms for inducing changes in implicit biases other than chan-
ges in inter-group interactions resulting from homophily (see Supple-
mentary Note and Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2). In contrast, there is a
large body of previous research that has qualitatively demonstrated
that inter-group interactions shape implicit racial biases16,24,27,28,35–39.
Thus, we focus on this term to build our model.

In order to explicitly connect the quantity of inter-group inter-
actions in cities to implicit bias levels, an additional step is required to
translate from inter-group interactions to levels of implicit biases1.
Previous research has suggested that this relationship is positive –

more inter-group interactions are associated with lower implicit bias
levels16,24,27,28,35–39. In addition, neurobiological studies provide evi-
dence that individuals with lower levels of bias engage in more auto-
matic processing of out-group stimuli, indicating greater expertize17–20.

A common feature of such expertize-based learning is decreasing
marginal returns to exposure, which is often formalized in a learning
curve40–43. Learning curves describe the relationshipbetween costs and
expertise across diverse individual or group tasks such as motor
learning41, sequence learning42, solar panel construction43, and cigar
rolling40. Typically, these learning curves are described by power-laws
of the form cost ~ n−α, where n is the number of learning instances, and
1 > α > 0 determines the speed of learning (or learning rate,
α = � d ln cost=d lnn), with larger values of α implying faster learning.

Such learning curves are anaturalmodeling choice to couple inter-
group interactions and implicit bias levels since ourmeasure of implicit
bias, b, can be interpreted as a cognitive processing cost: b is a relative
difference in reaction times when pairing photographs of White and
Black faces with positive and negative words, see Methods. Thus,
decreasingb canbe seen in this context as learning that increases social
performance in a diverse population, and such learning is the result of
greater levels of exposure (interactions) to out-group individuals.

With the additional assumption that coupling strength and
direction do not vary between different pairs of groups or across
interaction types (e.g., friendship, employment, acquaintance, etc)1,2,
we expectmeasured bias levels to follow a learning curve of bi ∼ k�α

inter,i
and therefore, we predict larger cities systematically have lower levels
of bias according to:

bi ∼N�δα
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In the presence of reduced between-group interactions (hbet
g,i ≠0),

it is interesting to consider the case of cities with only two distinct
groups. This approximation is particularly relevant to the measure of
implicit racial bias we employ here which explicitly contrasts White
and Black racial groups. In this case, the scaling relationship for
implicit racial biases simplifies to (see Supplementary Note):

bi ∼N�δα
i � N1,i

Ni
� N1,i

Ni

� �2
" #�α

� ð2� hbet
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2,i Þ
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Equation (3) can be understood in terms of three multiplicative terms:
a scaling relationship, a diversity adjustment, and a segregation
adjustment. Inter-group interactions drop dramatically as diversity
decreases and less dramatically as the segregation values of the groups
increase (see Methods). In practice, since some cities are not very
diverse (N1

N ∼ 1) and segregation values are small (Supplementary
Fig. 4), diversity is expected toplay amuch larger role than segregation
in determining the average number of inter-group interactions and in
driving subsequent implicit biases.

In addition, Equation (3) also predicts that the logarithms of the
diversity adjustment and the segregation adjustment should be
negatively and linearly related to the logarithm of implicit bias, b.
These two adjustment terms capture deviations from the mean-field
scaling relationship (b ~N−δα) due to the specific characteristics of each
given city. In summary, the model predicts that larger, more diverse,
and less segregated cities have lower average levels of implicit biases.

Finally, the model suggests that deviations of the scaling expo-
nent away from δ = 1

6 and the magnitude of the diversity effect can
provide empirical estimates of the learning rate, α, which characterizes
the coupling between inter-group interactions and implicit racial bia-
ses. Since values of reduced between-group interactions are not
directly observed (seeMethods), we cannot obtain a direct estimate of
α from the third term of Equation (3). In addition, we note that there

may be other sources of deviations from the expected scaling expo-
nent of δ = 1

6 including top-down hierarchical constraints on inter-
group interactions44, growth rate fluctuations, and other higher-order
effects45, which may contribute to differences in independent esti-
mates of α calculated from the first and the second terms of Equa-
tion (3).

We next test the three predictions of our model: (1) that implicit
biases systematically decrease with city size via a scaling relationship
of b ~N−δα, (2) that cities with more diversity have lower levels of
implicit biases, and, (3) that less segregated cities have lower levels of
implicit biases.

We used data from the racial Implicit Association Test (IAT) to
quantify the level of implicit racial bias inU.S. cities for eachyear in2010-
202046. The racial IAT measures the difference in response times when
subjects pair images of White versus Black faces with positive or nega-
tive words (Fig. 1). We linked average IAT bias scores from approxi-
mately 2.7 million individuals in combined statistical areas (CBSAs) with
racial demographics and population data from the U.S. Census to test
our predictions. We note that CBSAs are functional definitions that
capture the spatiotemporally extended social networks of cities and
include, in the same unit, where people live, socialize, and work47.

In addition, it is important to note that this sample is not
nationally representative and tends to be younger, more educated,
with a higher percentage of female participants, and likely under-
estimates bias levels, overall48. Nonetheless, racial demographics are
strongly correlated across cities suggesting that this sample is suitable
for relative comparisons across cities (Spearman correlation,
rs∈ [0.83, 0.93] for the White population/IAT sample fraction and
rs∈ [0.93, 0.96] for the Black population/IAT sample fraction; Sup-
plementary Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 3; note that complete
model results and statistics for all models are available in Supple-
mentary Data 1).

We measured reduced between-group interaction values, hbet
i ,

as linearly dependent (see Supplementary Fig. 5 for equivalent

Fig. 1 | A schematic depiction of the Implicit Association Test (IAT) and
our model. a The IAT measures implicit racial biases as a relative difference in
reaction times between different pairings of word and face categories. bWemodel

implicit racial biases in cities as a cumulative exposure process to out-group indi-
viduals shapedby city population size, demographicdiversity, and residential racial
segregation.
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analyzes with a non-linear dependence) on residential racial segre-
gation calculated from racial demographics in census tracts (small
areas of ~ 4, 000 inhabitants). The choice to proxy these values with
segregation measures is motivated by past empirical49,50 and theo-
retical work (e.g.,51,52) linking population mixing and segregation. We
repeated this statistical analysis across four distinct measures of
residential racial segregation, as in our related work32. We find that
across all years and measures of residential racial segregation, larger
cities have lower levels of implicit racial biases, in line with Equation
(3) (95% confidence interval for the population coefficient:
β1∈ [ −0.045, −0.031]; Fig. 2a, Supplementary Table 2).

In addition, more diversity and higher levels of residential racial
segregation are significantly related to scaling deviations and asso-
ciated with higher average IAT scores, in line with Equation (3) (95%
confidence intervals for the diversity and segregation coefficients:
β2∈ [ −0.226, −0.163], β3∈ [0.026, 0.066]; Supplementary Table 2).
Importantly, the diversity and segregation terms can be statistically
separated even though they are correlated (maximum variance
inflation factor of 6.31 across all four segregation measures; Sup-
plementary Fig. 6). We note that when analyzing single years of data
before 2015, residential racial segregation is not significantly related
to scaling deviations for some segregationmeasures. However, this is
likely due to much lower sample sizes in those years resulting in
fewer cities with available data and smaller fractions of city popula-
tions represented (average percent of city population before 2015:
0.078%; average percent of city population after 2014: 0.168%; Sup-
plementary Table 3; see Supplementary Data 2 for a list of cities
included in each year).

Further, the city size scaling, diversity, and residential racial seg-
regation effects are predictive of individual IAT responses when con-
trolling for race, birth-sex, and educational attainment (population
coefficient range β1∈ [ −0.0404, −0.0124], diversity coefficient range
β2∈ [ −0.1155,−0.1937], segregation coefficient range β3∈ [0.1951,
0.7081]; Supplementary Tables 4–14; note that the coefficients on
diversity were only significant after 2015). This suggests that these
large-scale structural determinants of implicit racial biases are relevant
to individuals’ levels of bias. In other words, citywide organizational
and structural characteristics may influence individual implicit biases
despite the diversity of local social environments (e.g., variation in

neighborhood segregation compared to city-wide averages) that any
individual urban inhabitant might encounter.

Along these lines, other research has identified environmental
variables related to area deprivation associatedwith inter-city variance
in implicit racial bias53. However, with our model, we find that mea-
sures of area deprivation independently explain only a small portion of
the variance in inter-city differences above and beyond the three
structural factors we identify here (Supplementary Tables 15–18). This
suggests that the variables identified previously actually capture a
combination of city population, segregation, and diversity (e.g., see
Supplementary Fig. 7) and that there are other factors, for example,
segregated mixing in ambient populations54, that may explain the
remaining inter-city variance in implicit biases.

In addition, we observe that for 2015-2020, systematic variations
in city size, diversity, and segregation account for a median of 33.6%
(with a range of [24.2%, 40.5%]) of the variance in implicit racial bias
across cities (and all four segregationmeasures), which is equivalent to
a correlation of r ~ 0.58 (range of r ~ [0.49, 0.64], Fig. 2B, Supplemen-
tary Tables 27–33).

In order to better understand the performance of our model, we
employ estimates of the noise ceiling55,56. Since implicit biases are
inherently noisy attitudes28, meaning that they fluctuate frequently, a
model that is perfectly predictive may still fail to explain all of the
observed variance and have an R2 < 1. Noise ceiling estimates provide
themaximum R2 value that can be expected, given the level of noise in
the data.Here, these estimates suggest that the three structural factors
in our model capture a majority of the variance that can be accounted
for given the reliability57 of the IAT measure (noise corrected R2

range∈ [0.38, 0.93]; Supplementary Tables 27–36). As expected,
based on the fact that many U.S. cities are not so diverse, diversity
accounts for more between-city variance in implicit biases than resi-
dential racial segregation (diversity R2 = . 16, segregation R2 range∈
[0.008, 0.082] including all years of data; Fig. 2b, Supplementary
Tables 27–33).

Finally, we compared estimates of the learning rate, α, to pre-
viously conducted experimental interventions25,26 designed to simu-
late inter-group contact. The two independent estimates of α, from the
scaling exponent and the diversity adjustment (see Methods), are
convergent and consistent (Fig. 3). This need not have been the case

Fig. 2 | Larger, less segregated, andmore diverse cities have lower implicit bias
levels. a Scaling relationship, diversity adjustment, and segregation adjustment for
IAT data from 2020 in 149 cities with > 500 IAT responses per city. The shaded
region is the 95% confidence interval for the scaling relationship. For visualization
purposes, the segregation shown in this figure is estimated using only the mean
deviation segregationmeasure. Results are similar with cutoffs of > 250 and > 1000
IAT responses per city and for other measures of segregation (Supplementary

Tables 19–26). b Variance explained (R2) by segregation (measured via residential
racial segregation), diversity, and scaling relationship. Data for n = 20 models are
shown for 2016–2020. Medians are shown by a horizontal line and have values of
0.094, 0.097, 0.147, and 0.346, respectively. Variance explained by segregation is
from all four models with different segregation measures. Noise ceiling estimates
are obtained by computing correlations of bias levels between split halves of IAT
participants within cities.
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and this convergence of estimates provides empirical support for a
sharedmechanism (namely a learning curve as a function of out-group
exposure) coupling city population anddiversity to implicit bias levels.
These empirical estimates of the learning rate are also consistent with
experimental interventions – in which simulated inter-group contact is
overwhelmingly positive and occurs immediately before bias mea-
surements – that provide an upper bound on the learning rate, α (see
Methods). These results suggest that observed levels of implicit biases
emerge from the interaction between large-scale structural factors
operating across entire cities to shape social contexts, and individual
psychologywhich determines howmuch andhowquicklypeople learn
from and internalize those social contexts.

Timescales of temporal precedence
The learning mechanism linking biases and between-group interac-
tions emphasizes a specific causal direction in the model: interac-
tions→ bias levels. However, there are other mechanisms, such as
selective migration58 and individual mixing preferences, that may
facilitate reverse causal pathways in which bias levels influence chan-
ges in diversity, population size, and segregation, respectively. While
the between-group interaction term in the model can account for the
effects of mixing preferences (along with historical processes and
explicit racism, e.g., that influenced unfair lending policies), ourmodel
does not explicitly account for processes in which implicit biases
facilitate changes in city diversity and population size.

To begin to understand the role of each of these causal directions,
we take advantage of the fact that 43 cities have implicit racial bias data
available for all 10 years. We employ Granger causality59 to statistically
test whether changes in one variable precede or follow changes in
another variable. In brief, these analyzes test whether the linear
regressions between two variables of interest improvewhen one of the
variables is lagged in time (see Methods). We perform these analyzes
for each city and calculate the percentage of cities with statistically
significant evidence of temporal precedence.

We find evidence that changes in population size, diversity, and
segregation precede changes in implicit biases at a lag of one year for a
majority of cities (Table 1, Fig. 4). In contrast, only a fraction of cities

show evidence for the reverse temporal precedence. Results are
similar at a lag of 2 years. At a lag of 3 years, however, there is equal
evidence for both temporal precedence directions.

In combination with the mathematical model presented here,
these results suggest a mismatch in the timescales at which different
mechanisms play out. In particular, these analyzes suggest that, at
short timescales (i.e., 1–2 years), changes in structural factors primarily
precede changes in implicit racial biases as individuals learn from and
internalize changing social contexts. However, there is also some evi-
dence of the reverse temporal direction at these short timescales. This
direction, of bias changes preceding structural factors, may be due to
immediate, individual-level effects such as changes in bias levels
leading to changes to individual mixing preferences.

At long timescales, evidence is present for influence in both
directions frombiases to structural factors and vice versa. Thisfitswith
our model’s suggestion of rapid learning involved in setting implicit
biases (Fig. 3). Psychological adaptations to changing social conditions
are expected to be faster than the speed with which individuals (and
their households) canmove todifferent neighborhoods or cities. Thus,
we expect that changes in biases happen faster than changes in city
demographics and patterns of segregation. More work is needed to
enumerate potential mechanisms linking bias levels back to structural
changes (e.g., selective migration58) and to mathematically model
these mechanisms in an urban scaling context.

Discussion
The model developed here demonstrates that relatively simple con-
siderations of heterogeneous mixing among a small number of social
groups can explain a large proportion of why people in some cities
have stronger implicit racial biases than in others.While it is somewhat
surprising that only three factors - city population, diversity, and racial
segregation - account for so much between-city difference, this is in
line with recent evidence that implicit racial biases are driven more by
social contexts than by individual differences in attitudes25,26,60,61.

Our model provides a number of concrete theoretical predictions
that may form the basis of new experimental hypotheses. First, our
model predicts that at short timescales, implicit racial biases emerge
from the interaction between city-wide social contexts that are shaped
by the built environment and individual psychology which determines
howmuch and how quickly people learn from those contexts. We find
preliminary support for this hypothesis by taking advantage of the
longitudinal nature of our data (Fig. 4, Table 1). At longer timescales,
other still unenumerated, and unmodeled mechanisms may create
feedback loops in which implicit racial biases shape these social con-
texts, e.g., through selective migration58.

Second, our model implicitly predicts that on average, inter-
group contact in cities is beneficial with respect to reducing implicit
racial biases.Thismatches results from theurban scaling literature that
includes psychological depression62, economic outputs1,2,32, and

Fig. 3 | Estimated learning rates, α. We plot learning as a decrease in bias levels
relative to an arbitrary baseline, b

b0
as a function of the number of additional inter-

group contacts. Solid curves indicate the mean estimated learning rate from the
scaling exponent or majority group adjustment (diversity effect) averaged across
years. Shaded regions show the 95% confidence intervals for the learning rate
estimates with the lower envelop and upper envelope referring to the scaling
exponent and diversity estimates, respectively. The violin plot gives an upper
bound on the learning rate from 18 previously conducted experimental
interventions25,26 designed to simulate one-shot inter-group contact of varying
quality.

Table 1 | Percentage of 43 cities with evidence for a given
temporal precedence direction

1 year lag 2 year lag 3 year lag

population→bias 73.8 ± 7.0 78.6 ± 6.3 85.7 ± 5.5

bias→population 19.0 ± 5.9 35.7 ± 7.5 76.2 ± 6.2

diversity→bias 61.9 ± 7.3 66.7 ± 7.3 88.7 ± 4.9

bias→diversity 24.4 ± 6.7 45.2 ± 7.7 84.5 ± 5.6

segregation→bias 69.0 ± 7.1 76.2 ± 6.7 95.2 ± 3.3

bias→ segregation 19.0 ± 6.3 38.1 ± 7.5 81.0 ± 5.9

Data are presented as means with errors representing the bootstrapped standard deviation of
the mean. A two-tailed sum of squared residuals χ2 test was used to determine statistical
significance.
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creative outputs63. In all of these cases, the observation of increasing
beneficial returns to city population suggests that interactions across
these modalities are, on average, positive. If this was not the case, we
would expect tofind all threemain results reversed so that smaller, less
diverse, andmore segregated cities have lower bias levels. This was not
what we found empirically.

However, the equations of urban scaling theory as formulated do
not address interaction quality directly. There is likely great variation
in interaction quality within cities. For example, inter-group contact
may be cognitively costly64, and interactions between individuals or in
certain neighborhoodsmay be negative, particularly in areaswith high
levels of existing implicit racial biases65. Thus, investigations of whe-
ther and how cities systematically facilitate interactions of differing
quality are natural next steps.

Finally, our model predicts that as more people move into cities
over the next decades implicit biasesmay decrease so long as cities are
not too segregated, remain centers of diversity, and residents learn
from shifting social environments. In addition, ourmodel predicts that
decreasing segregation may lead to reductions in implicit racial biases
that could have large societal impacts66, though causal evidence is
needed to confirm these hypotheses. Such reductions in segregation
mayhave implications beyond implicit biases as cities with lower levels
of racial segregation also tend to have higher incomes32 and healthier
inhabitants67.

In summary, these results, along with our related work32 char-
acterizing economic productivity, are first steps towards better
incorporating heterogeneous network structures and individual psy-
chology into the mathematical models of modern urban science and
deriving associated multifaceted effects. The additions we developed
here are relatively simplistic in their consideration of individual dif-
ferences in cities, proxied simply by a set of discrete groups. More
complex models are likely needed to consider how city organization
influences the dynamics of other types of attitudes that are socially
relevant, including political polarization68,69 and issues of trust and
collective action, for example relating to public health programs such
as vaccines70,71.

Methods
IAT Data
All racial IAT Data are publicly available46 and were downloaded from
https://osf.io/52qxl/. The collection of these data was approved by the
University of Virginia Institutional Review Board for the Social and
Behavioral Sciences. The use of these data in the present study was
approved by the University of Chicago Social Sciences Institutional
Review Board (IRB23-0796). These data are coded at the participant
level, a fraction of which includes geographic identifiers for state and
county. Implicit racial bias was assessed by the Dbiep metric72 which
consists of the latency difference between compatible and incompa-
tible blocks of the racial IAT, divided by the pooled standard deviation.
In the racial IAT, Black andWhite face images are used and higher and
positiveDbiep scores indicate an implicit bias towardsWhite faceswhile
lower and negative Dbiep scores indicate an implicit bias towards Black
faces. After only retaining participants with available geographic
information, Dbiep scores were averaged across all participants in each
CBSA. Cities were retained if they had at least 500 IAT responses. This
was done separately for all years. Results were similar with cutoffs
of > 250 and > 1000 IAT responses per city (Supplementary
Tables 19–26). We note that multiple comparison corrections are not
relevant to these various robustness checks or to the various versions
of models run with data from different years and different segregation
measures: these test the same hypothesis on independent datasets
rather than testing/comparing multiple hypotheses within the same
dataset.

U.S. census data
All census data is publicly available and was downloaded from data.
census.gov. Five-year racial demographic estimates for U.S. census
tracts were downloaded from table B02001. segregation values were
calculated across the two racial groups in the race IAT: White and
Black. Five-year population estimates for U.S. cities defined as com-
bined statistical areas (CBSAs)were downloaded from table B01003. In
order to map between census tracts and CBSAs, delineation files for
2020 were downloaded from the United States Office of Budget and
Management from https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/metro-
micro/about/delineation-files.html.

Associations between implicit bias, city size, diversity, and
segregation
We fit the scaling relationship between the logarithms of implicit bias
and city size with ordinary least squares (OLS) linear regression to
determine the scaling exponent. The equation for this regression is:

lnðbiÞ∼C +β1 � lnðNiÞ+ ϵi ð4Þ

where C is the log-log intercept (or equivalently the logarithm of the
scaling prefactor), β1 log-log slope (i.e., the scaling exponent), and ϵi
are the scaling deviations.

In order to assess the contribution of the city-specific diversity
and segregation values to implicit racial bias, we start with ϵi as the
dependent variable via the equation:

ϵi ∼C2 +β2 � ln
N1,i

Ni
� N2

1,i

N2
i

 !
+β3 � lnð2� h1,i � h2,iÞ+ ξ i ð5Þ

where N1,i is the number of White individuals city i, h1,i is the segre-
gation of the White population, and h2,i is the segregation of the Black
population, and ξi are additional city specific residual effects.

Since we do not observe segregation values, h1,i and h2,i, directly,
but only measures of residential racial segregation, s1,i and s2,i, we
follow our related work32 and model the segregation values as linearly

Fig. 4 | Granger causality analyzes provide differing amounts of evidence for
each direction temporal precedence across 43 cities. At lags of one and two
years, more cities have evidence of changes in population preceding changes in
bias. At a lag of three years, there is equal evidence for both directions. Data are
presented asmeans with error bars represent the bootstrapped standard deviation
of the mean. The inset shows the same measure for diversity (dotted line) and
segregation (dashed line) with Granger causality directions indicated by the same
colors. A two-tailed sum of squared residuals χ2 test was used to determine statis-
tical significance.
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dependent on levels of residential racial segregation. With the addi-
tional approximation that lnð2� xÞ ’ lnð2Þ � x

2 when x << 1, equation
(5) then becomes:

ϵi ’ C2 +β2 � ln
N1,i

Ni
� N2

1,i

N2
i

 !
� β3

2
� ½2 � hbet +bbet � ðs1,i + s2,iÞ�+β3 lnð2Þ + ξ i

ð6Þ

where we have substituted the segregation values via the equation
hg,i = hbet + bbetsg,i32. We can further simplify by including all non-city
specific effects in the constant C2 and by including the factor of �bbet

2 in
the constant, β3.Wefit the resulting equation viaOLS inorder to assess
the contribution of diversity and residential racial segregation to
implicit racial bias:

ϵi ’ C2 + β2 � ln
N1,i

Ni
� N2

1,i

N2
i

 !
+β3 � ðs1,i + s2,iÞ+ ξ i ð7Þ

Noise ceiling estimates
To better understand the performance of our model, we computed
the bounds of the noise ceiling for the implicit biasmeasure. The idea
of a noise ceiling is borrowed from cognitive neuroscience55,56 where
the performance of predictive models can be limited by inherent
noise in brain activity and measurement noise from human neuroi-
maging devices (e.g., functional magnetic resonance imaging or
electroencephalogram). In those settings, a perfectly predictive
model would only explain a fraction of the variance observed in the
data (i.e.,R2 < 1). Therefore, without an estimate of the noise ceiling, it
is impossible to assess whether a model fails to reach an R2 close to 1
due to limitations in the model or the underlying measurement. This
concept is not specific to brain imaging and can be applied to any
measurement that is known to be noisy. Using noise ceiling estimates
to evaluate models of implicit biases is appropriate because implicit
biases are high entropy attitudes73 and hence inherently more diffi-
cult to measure.

In order to estimate the noise ceiling, we computed the correla-
tion between IAT bias measures between halves for 500 split permu-
tations of individual IAT participants in each year. The upper bound of
the noise ceiling was estimated by averaging the correlations between
eachhalf and the full sample,while the lowerboundof thenoise ceiling
was estimated by correlating IAT bias between the two halves of each
split half55,56.

Measures of residential segregation
As in our related work32, all analyzes were conducted across four dif-
ferentmeasures of residential segregation74 in order to ensure that the
results were not sensitive to any specific metric. Each of these mea-
sures has its owndrawbacks and benefits. Each one differswith respect
to how changes in the spatial distribution of the population affect the
measure and how the measure behaves with respect to an uneven
distribution of population throughout the city.

These measures included the mean deviance measure:

Δg,i =
1
M

XM
m

jNg,m,i=Nm,i � Ng,i=Nij, ð8Þ

with g indexing group,m indexing neighborhood, and i indexing city.
This can be interpreted as the percentage of each group that would
have to change residences to produce an even distribution throughout
a city. However, themovement of people between neighborhoods that
are above the mean for that group does not change this measure. In
other words, the movement of individuals between two neighbor-
hoods that have a higher percentage of Black (orWhite) residents than
the city as a whole will not impact this measure. In addition, this

measure does not account for cases in which some neighborhoods
have a much larger share of the population.

The normalized segregation index:

Dg,i =

P
m

Ng,m,i

Nm,i
� Ng,i

Ni

��� ��� � Nm,i

2 � Ni �
Ng,i

Ni
� ð1� Ng,i

Ni
Þ
, ð9Þ

which is a normalized version of themean deviancemeasure that takes
into account the fact the different neighborhoods can have different
population sizes.

The Gini Coefficient:

ginig,i =

P
m

P
l j

Ng,m,i

Nm,i
� Ng,l,i

Nl,i
j � Nm,i � Nl,i

2 � N2
i �

Ng,i

Ni
� ð1� Ng,i

Ni
Þ

, ð10Þ

which canbe interpreted asmeasuring the proportion of individuals of
the other group experienced by group g. Unlike the mean deviance
measure it is sensitive to redistribution among neighborhoods above
or below the population mean demographics.

Finally, the exposureBgg index, also known as the correlation ratio
(CR or η2) or the mean squared deviation:

η2
g,i =

P
mN

2
g,m,i

Ng,i � ð1�
Ng,i

Ni
Þ
�

Ng,i

Ni

1� Ng,i

Ni

: ð11Þ

This measure attempts to capture the probabilities of random mem-
bers of each group interacting given the demographic distribution. It
accounts for both neighborhood size and themovement of individuals
between neighborhoods above and below the mean.

Controlling for individual demographics
In order to control for individual demographicsof IAT respondents, we
transformed the individual bias responses into an indicator for
Dbiep >0. This variable thus indicates whether the individual respon-
dent had a positive bias forWhite faces or not. For each year, a logistic
regression was performed that included the city-level variables of the
natural logarithm of population, the majority groups size adjustment,
and the segregation adjustment, and the individual level variables of
race, educational attainment and birth sex. The 14-point educational
attainment scale included with the IAT data, edu_14, was recoded into
three categories of “High School Graduate orBelow", “SomeCollege or
College Graduate", and “AdvancedDegree". For some years there were
no respondents in the “High School Graduate or Below" category, in
which case that variable was excluded from analyzes. Self-reported
racial demographics (raceomb before 2016 and raceomb_002 after-
wards) was recoded to three categories of White, Black, and Multi-
racial, with other races and unknown combined as the base category.

Comparison to previous results associating area deprivation
with racial IAT responses
We downloaded the average maximum heat index (HI) in degrees
Celsius for U.S. counties from the North America Land Data Assimila-
tion System Daily Air Temperatures and Heat Index 1979-2011 data-
base. This was the strongest predictor of between-city differences in
implicit racial bias levels in a previously published analysis53. The
maximum heat index was averaged across counties within each CBSA.

Those analyzes used a kitchen-sink approach with regularizing
regressions to determine which variables were relevant to predicting
these differences between cities. Since the variables identified there
are indicative of levels of environmental, social, and economic dis-
advantage, we additionally evaluated the relevance of the Area
Deprivation Index (ADI) to between-city differences in implicit racial
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bias. The ADI summarizes neighborhood variation in socioeconomic
indicators at small spatial units down to the census block level and
includes factors related to income, educational attainment, employ-
ment, and housing quality75. We averaged nationally anchored ADI
values at the county level across all counties in each CBSA.

In order to determine the effects of these measures of neighbor-
hood disadvantage on implicit racial biases we conducted separate
OLS regressions including city size, the diversity adjustment, the seg-
regation adjustment, and the ADI or HI. Since ADI and HI data are not
available for all CBSAs, we additionally conducted regressions without
the ADI and HI included, but with the reduced sample size for which
these data are available. We note that in those regressions with a
reduced sample size, but without the inclusion of the ADI or HI the
variance explained by city size, the diversity adjustment, the segrega-
tion adjustment are higher than in the full sample, and outperform
previous analyzes which only include measures of neighborhood
disadvantage53.

Estimates of the learning rate
Independent empirical estimates of the learning rate, α, which governs
the coupling between inter-group interactions and bias levels, were
obtained directly from the two-step OLS regressions described in
Equations (5) and (7). From Equation (5) we obtain an estimate of
α̂scaling =

β1
δ . Confidence intervals for α̂scaling were obtained from the

OLS confidence intervals for β1. We note there may be other effects
besides learning such as top-down hierarchical structures and varia-
tions in growth rates that may additionally contribute to differences in
the empirical scaling exponent β1 from the expected value of δ = 1

6. In
addition, we obtain a second, independent estimate of the learning
rate: α̂diversity =β2 based on Equation (3) of the main text.

Results from experimental interventions designed to simulate
inter-group contact were used to further validate and bound these
estimates of α. We calculated the relative reduction in IAT Dbiep scores
pre- and post-intervention for 18 different systematic interventions of
various strength25,76. These interventions included having participants
read stories of various lengths and vividness designed to affirm “White-
bad" and “Black-good" associations, modifying the IAT to include
additional “Black-good" and “White-bad blocks", simulating competi-
tion with White opponents and cooperation with Black teammates,
having participants read about threatening scenarios and shown ima-
ges of friends in those scenarios and reminding participants of pro-
minent Black athletes positives contributions to society25,26.
Importantly, all of these interventions occurred directly between IAT
tests and are all positive in nature. In reality, inter-group interactions
maynot always be positive in nature, and they play out continuously at
potentially irregular intervals relative towhen a given individualmakes
a judgment or decision that is influenced by implicit racial biases.
Consequently, these experimental interventions can be interpreted as
an upper bound on the effects of one additional inter-group interac-
tion when that interaction happens immediately before implicit bias
levels are assessed.

Granger causality analyzes
In order to evaluate evidence for temporal precedence between
structural factors and implicit bias levels we employed Granger caus-
ality analyzes59 as implemented in the python statsmodels library.
These tests start by fitting a linear regression of one of the three
variables of interest (population, diversity, and segregation) and
implicit bias levels for a single city using 10 years of data. Next, another
linear regression isfitwith one variable lagged in timeagainst the other
variable. Evidence that changes in the lagged variable preceded
changes in the other variable is evaluated based on an F-statistic cal-
culatedby the percent change in the squared residuals from the lagged
model from the sum of squared residuals of the non-lagged model.
This statistic is adjusted for the number of comparisons and the

degrees of freedom to obtain an F-statistic and p-value. We conducted
this analysis across all 43 cities with 10 years of data and for each
choice of which variable to lag. We repeated this for lags of 1, 2, and
3 years.

To summarize the results, we computed the percent of the 43
cities that show evidence (p < . 05) for temporal precedence at each
lag. Confidence intervals were computed by bootstrapping these
percentages with replacement and computing the standard error. To
combine evidence across the four segregation measures used, we
averaged the percent for each measure and combined the standard
errors according to:

σcombined =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
σ2
i

4

s
ð12Þ

where σi are the standard errors computed for each segregation
measure.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
All data needed to evaluate the conclusions in the paper are present in
the paper, the Supplementary Materials, or are publicly available.
Source data are provided with this paper. IAT data can be found at:
https://doi.org/10.5334/jopd.ac. U.S. Census data can be found at:
https://data.census.gov. CBSAdelineationfiles canbe found at: https://
www.census.gov/programs-surveys/metro-micro/about/delineation-
files.html. ADI data can be found at: https://www.neighborhoodatlas.
medicine.wisc.edu/. North America Land Data Assimilation System
Daily Air Temperatures and Heat Index data can be found at: https://
wonder.cdc.gov/nasa-nldas.html. All data has beenobtained according
to the terms and conditions of the websites hosting them. Source data
are provided with this paper.

Code availability
All code needed to reproduce the analyzes included in thismanuscript
can be found at https://github.com/enlberman/implicit_biases_cities77

(https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10258104).
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